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There are
more than

sides
TO EVERY STORY

Facts, figures and feelings

complement photographs combined
in either a news feature story
or separate packages to relate
the life experiences of your readers.
This multi-faceted approach
to storytelling fits the fast-paced
and inclusive approach to yearbook
coverage, verbal and visual content
and graphic design.
Consider your readers’ preferences
and patterns as well as all verbal/
visual options as you allow
your content to drive your design.

Incorporate font and color palette
choices as well as any predetermined
verbal and visual cool tools to set just the
right tone and mood for your individual
package as well as the total spread.
Once you have completed your
story starter planning sheet, sketch
your module design here making sure
it will blend with other spread packages.

BIO BOX

birthday:
fav food:
fav band:
fav color:
fav class:
fav show:

JUNIOR
9|20|88
pizza
korn
black
physics
simpsons

If you could relive any
moment from last
year,what would it be?

Beating the
seniors in tug-owar during the
spring carnival
Bob Clipson

FACTOID

$1.29

cost of song on iTunes
More than 10
billion songs were
downloaded this year.
“I spent nearly $357
on music this year,”
Elliott Bell | Freshman

TIMELINE
MON
TUES
WED
THURS
FRI

No homework due
and starting off with a
fresh slate
Biology lab notes and
homework in math and
social studies
Choir concert after drama
rehearsal; homework will
just have to wait
Catch-up on yesterday’s
assigments and complete
lab after school
Vocabulary quiz and social
studies presentation over
World War II

CHART

CHECKLIST
QUIZ
one for the
The perfect concert
BOOKS
requires…
“The right music for
my instrument”
jenna mclung | 12

How do you spend your check?

“Great friends to
play for”
john moore | 11

1. When was the school founded?
a. 1923 b. 1945 c. 1879 d. 1982

CALLOUT FILL IN THE BLANK
ALICIA HAWLEY
“I did a ‘Breakfast at Tiffany’s
costume. I don’t know anyone
who smokes so it took forever to
find that long cigarette thingy,”

JUNIOR

lori|jones

Q&A

The most memorable thing
about prom was

2. The class of 2013 is the largest ever?
True
False

______________.

3. How many faculty members are alumni?
a. 10 b. 4
c. 17 d. 2

One word to describe my

4. The first mascot was:
a. Indian b. Trojan c. Lynx d. Pirate
1. A, 2. FALSE, 3. B, 4. A

MOD
Starter

date would be
______________.

STEP BY STEP
How to
make a

on your ACT

“I took one of those
prep classes CMU.”
Felicia Symcox | 12

MAP

“I took the test 4 times.”
Jon Lopez | 12
“I got lucky. I still think
they gave me the wrong
scores.”
Amanada Pearce | 12

RATING

My parents lived five time
zones and 6,231 miles
from me.

JUAN BALDERA|10

First week of school
Homecoming week
After loss to Jones
In the rain
Coach in bad mood
After injuries
Any practice
_______________

